
(3 Hours) [Total maiks: 801

N.B (l ) Question No. I is compulsory.

1Z; Sotr. any three questions out of remaining five questions.
(3) Assumptions made should be clearly stated.
(4) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

Q I (a) For all sets A.X and Y show that t6Ml
Ax(XnY):(AxX)n(AxY)

(b) Define isomorphic graphs. Determine u,hether the following graphs are isomorphic or not. Justify
your ansll'er.

[6r\{]

Fie&)

(c) Functions f ,g, h are defined on a set,

X: t 1.2.3|. as

g - {(1, ?), {?,1) t3,3) }

h - {( I,, l) ,(2.2) (3,1) }

[8M]
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(D Find f.o g, g o f, Are they equal '/ l

(ii) Findf.ogoh.and fohog '.',

Q.2 (a) How marry integeis between I and 1000 are
i) not divisible by 3, nor by 5,nor by 7'7

ii) not divisible by 5 and 7 but dir.isible by 3?

(b) Stple pigeor&ole principle and extended pigeonhole principle. What is the minimum
,: numberof students required in a discrete itructures class to be sure that at least six will

,,i, , 
.*""ir" the same:grade, if there are five possible grades A, B, C .D and E.

(c)Solve zty2 - d,,r - (ra, :4

Q.3 (a) Frove bymatfemdical induction.

1 an+7+ .\\.'heren>0t-a

&) m(C; +) is an Abelian group,,fhe-n for all a, b e G shorv that (a * b)n :s.n a gtt

(c) Let 4, ,:3'' r)0..and
I b. =3'r:0Findc,thatisa, * b,

6.e. feonnn pt herr) Csewim-) C<hS+S ) (p-a*t$

Fig(a)

Dcr{€ -,-:6| lr l lg

[6Ml

[6IvI]

[8M]

[6M]

[6h4]

IBh,{]
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Q.4 (a) Snowthat, (-P 
^ 

(- q L R)) v (e n R) v (pn R) e+ (
[6M]

(b) Define Hamitonian circuit anci Hamitonian path. Determine which of the following graph contain an
Eulerian or Hamitonian circuit.If it does, find such circuit. t6M]

Fig (rr)

e (000):0000000
e (001 ):f)0101 i 0
e (0 I 0;-s l0 1000
e(011;-glnlt0

e(I00)-1000101
e( I 01):101 001 I
e(l10)=l 101101
e(l l1):1 I I l01l

Fig ( b)

(c) For each of the foliowing sets of weights construct an optimal binary prefix code. For each
weight in the set give the corresponding code word:

(1) 1,2.4.s 6.e,10,12
(2) 10,t 1,14,i6.18,21

Q.5 (a)Define (i) Bounded Lattice (ii)Distributive Lattice (iii) Complemenred Latrice

(b) Define planar graph. Determine the numbe.r of regions defined by a connecred planar graph

(c) Cr-rnsider (3,7) encoding firnction e. B3 ---*87 defirred by

IBM]

[6M]

[6M]

[8M]

is a group code. How many errors it can detect'l

Q-6 (a) Determine \,vhethei tt e given relation R is an eq.,i,ralence relation
R - [ ( 6, (t),,(4,4), (3, 3 ). (4, 6), (6,4 X 3., (r) ( (r, 3 ) (4. 3 )( 

j,+) 
] [6M]

(b) Deterrnine whether the set together with the'binary operation * is a semigroup .monoid
or a group .Justify your answer - - '. s - --r '---- -v^* 

t6M]

(ii) The ser of m x n matrices under rhe operation of multiplicaiion.

(c) Give Prim's algoiithr.n for minimum s-panning tree. Use the same to find a minimum tree
for graph shown in the following figuie. tgMl

I

Fig (a)
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